Scrapbooking Organiser

This product comes ﬂat packed so you need to
separate the required pieces by gently snapping
off each piece at the tabs and sanding off any
rough edges. Paint all the 3mm edges on all
pieces in a coordinating colour and allow to dry.
Also paint the large rectangle piece which will be
the base of your organiser.
Layout all your pieces and work out which pieces you
would like to cover with which paper. Completely
cover the pieces with the holes in them and once
the glue is dry carefully cut the holes out with a
sharp craft knife.
Cover the remaining pieces, remembering to cut
out the holes on the appropriate sides for the lids.
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Issue #3 Beyond the page

Touch up any edges that need it with paint or ink.
For a 3d effect I have cut out some ﬂowers from
the Hideaway paper, embellished them with
rhinestones and then adhered them with foam
tape.
Paint or ink one of the Wooden Flourishes and
adhere to the front for further decoration. I have
also adhered some paper lace along the bottom,
but you could also use coordinating ribbon or
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leave it plain.

Once all pieces have been covered, remembering to cover both sides, the project is
ready to be put together.
Take the two pieces that cross in the centre to make the internal divisions of
your unit and slide them together. Put some glue on the bottom of these and slot
them into the base plate. Next take the back and the front two pieces and again glue
and slot into base plate. Place some glue on the base of the two side pieces, but before
inserting into the base plate slots, place the lid pieces into position.
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Hideaway Collection
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